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The purpose of this note is to prove the duality of several pairs of categories 
of complete algebraic lattices, to prove that certain natural categories of join 
semilattices are equivalent to categories of complete algebraic lattices, and to 
prove that similar categories of posets are equivalent to categories of distributive 
complete algebraic lattices whose duals are again algebraic. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We first list a few definitions and propositions (without proof) necessary 
to the subsequent discussion of complete algebraic lattices. For a more 
extensive treatment, including proofs of some of the assertions listed here, 
the reader is referred to [I, VIII 4-81, [4], and [5]. 
DEFINITIONS. An element x of a lattice is called join-irreducible (resp. 
coprime) whenever x = V F (resp. x < V F) for some finite set F implies 
x E F (resp. x < y for some y E F). x is called join-inaccessible (resp. 
compact) whenever x = VA (resp. x < V A) implies x = V F (resp. 
x < V F) for some finite subset F of A, or, equivalently, whenever x = V D 
(resp. x < V D) with D directed upward implies x E D (resp. x < y for 
some y E D). x is said to be strong join-irreducible (resp. strong compact) 
whenever x = V A (resp. x < V A) implies x E A (resp. x < y for some 
y E A), or, equivalently, whenever x is both join-irreducible and join- 
inaccessible (resp. coprime and compact). The dual concepts are referred 
to as meet-irreducible, prime, meet-inaccessible, cocompact, strong 
meet-irreducible, and strong cocompact, respectively. 
* This author’s work was supported by National Science Foundation Grant 
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PROPOSITION 1. The ascending lines in the following diagram indicate 
all the implications among these properties: 
join-irreducible , , / n-inacce y 
coprimexg joinici>ompact 
strong compact 
DEFINITIONS. A lattice is said to be meet continuous if for any upward 
directed subset D and any element x 
whenever these operations are defined. It is said to be strong meet con- 
tinuous if for any subset A and any element x 
x A (VA) = V{x A y: y E A} 
whenever these operations are defined, or, equivalently, if it is both 
distributive and meet continuous. The dual concepts are referred to as 
join continuous and strong join continuous, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2. A join-inaccessible (resp. join-irreducible; resp. strong 
join-irreducible) element of a lattice is compact (resp. coprime; resp. strong 
compact) provided the lattice is meet continuous (resp. distributive; resp. 
strong meet continuous). 
DEFINITION. A lattice is said to be algebraic (resp. strongly algebraic) 
provided that every member is a join of compact (resp. strong compact) 
elements. The collection of all compact (resp. strong compact) elements 
of a lattice L will be denoted K(L) (resp. LX(L)). 
PROPOSITION 3. A complete algebraic lattice is meet continuous. Hence, 
an element is compact if and only if it is join-inaccessible, and so all strong 
join-irreducible elements are compact. 
PROPOSITION 4. A complete strongly algebraic lattice is both strong meet 
continuous and strong join continuous. Thus, in such a lattice, an element 
is strong compact (resp. coprime: resp. strong cocompact; resp. prime) if 
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and only if it is strong join-irreducible (resp. join-irreducible; resp. strong 
meet-irreducible; resp. meet-irreducible). 
LEMMA. In a complete lattice, an element c is compact if and only if 
(y: y 2 c] is inductive. When c is compact, the maximal elements of this 
set are strong meet-irreducible. 
PROPOSITION 5. In a complete algebraic lattice, every element is a meet 
of strong meet-irreducible elements. 
COROLLARY 1. The dual of an algebraic lattice is algebraic if and only 
if the lattice is join continuous. 
COROLLARY 2. In a complete lattice that is both meet and join con- 
tinuous the following are equivalent: 
(i) every element is a join of compact elements, 
(ii) every element is a join of strong join-irreducible elements, 
(iii) every element is a meet of strong meet-irreducible elements, 
(iv) every element is a meet of cocompact elements. 
There are of course duals of the preceding propositions, and Propositions 
4 and 5 and their duals easily yield the following self dual conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 6. In a complete lattice, every element is a join of strong 
compact elements if and only if every element is a meet of strong cocompact 
elements. Hence, a complete algebraic lattice whose dual is also algebraic is 
distributive if and only ty it is strongly algebraic. 
2. CATEGORIES OF COMPLETE ALGEBRAIC LATTICES 
We define two categories of maps on the class of all complete algebraic 
lattices. A map h: L -+ M is an A-morphism if h(0) = 0, /\(K(L)) C K(M), 
and h preserves arbitrary joins. A map CL: M+ L is a B-morphism if 
~(1) = 1, p preserves arbitrary meets, and p preserves directed joins. 
PROPOSITION 7. The category B is isomorphic to the dual of the 
category A, 
Proof. Note first that, if X: L -+ M is in A, then for each m E M 
the set {x E L: h(x) < m} is non-empty since h(0) = 0, directed since h 
preserves (finite) joins, and, if t = V{x E L: h(x) < m>, then A(t) < m 
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because h preserves arbitrary joins. Thus, we can define a map h-l: M ---f L 
by X-l(m) = V(x E L: X(X) < m}, and it then follows that h-l(l) = 1, that 
h(h-l(m)) < m for all m E M, and that h-l@(x)) > x for all x E L. Since 
h-l is order preserving, X-l(A E) < A{X-l(x): x E E} = y. However, 
y < h-l(x) for all x E E, so h(y) < X(h-l(x)) < x and h(y) < A E, from 
which we conclude that y < X-l(A E) and that h-l preserves arbitrary 
meets. If D is a directed (upward) subset of M, A-l(V D) > V{X-l(x): 
x E D} = z because h-l is order preserving, but also if c is a compact 
element and c < h-l(V D), then X(c) < V D, and so, since X(c) is compact 
(X is an A-map), h(c) < x for some x E D. Thus, c < h-l(x) < z, and, 
since A-l(V D) is the join of all compact elements below it, it follows that 
A-‘(V D) < z and that h-l preserves directed joins. Thus h-l is a B-map. 
Conversely, if CL: M --f L is a B-map and if we define t.~*: L --j M by 
p*(t) = A{x E 44: p(x) > t}, then by dualizing the above proof we see 
that CL* has all the desired properties of an A-map except possibly that of 
preserving compact elements. Suppose c E K(L) and p*(c) < V D, where 
D is a directed subset of M. Then c < &L*(C)) < p(V D) = V{y(x): 
x E D>, since p preserves directed joins, and so c < p(x) for some x E D. 
But then p*(c) < x, proving that p*(c) is compact. 
PROPOSITION 8. If L is a complete strongly algebraic lattice and A4 is 
a complete algebraic lattice and h: L -+ M is an A-map, then h takes the 
strong compact elements of L into strong compact elements of M if and 
only if h-l preserves arbitrary joins. 
Proof. Just replace all directed joins and compact elements in the above 
proof by arbitrary joins and strong compact elements, respectively. 
For any algebraic lattice L, the set K(L) of its compact elements is 
closed under the (finite) join operation in L and so is a join semilattice 
(with 0). It is well known [l, VII 51 that, if L is complete algebraic, then 
L is A-isomorphic to the lattice of all (non-empty) ideals of K(L). Con- 
versely, the lattice I(S) of all non-empty ideals of any join semilattice S 
with 0 is complete algebraic, and the compact elements of I(S) are the 
principal ideals. Also it is clear that an A-map h: L --f M is determined by 
its restriction to K(L), and, conversely, any (finite) join homomorphism 
ol: K(L) + K(M) such that 01(o) = 0 can be extended uniquely to an 
A-map CL?: L -+ M by a”(x) = V{a(c): c E K(L) and c < x}. (This preserves 
arbitrary joins because if c E K(L) and c < x v y in L then c < c1 v c2 for 
some c1 , c2 E K(L) with c1 < x, c2 < y.) In the case of semilattices with 0, 
a (finite) join homomorphism a: S, --f S, such that 01(o) = 0 extends to an 
associated A-map ~8: f((s), --f I(&) defined by a”(H) = (a(H)), where H 
is any non-empty ideal of S1 and (or(H)) is the ideal of S, generated by the 
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image set a(H). Moreover, the associated B-map (&-I is just the usual 
pullback H + a-l(H) for ideals H of S, . 
We can summarize the above by saying that the assignment S + I(S) 
and 01 --j 01~ produces an equivalence of the category J(0) of all join 
semilattices with 0 and O-preserving (finite) join homomorphisms with the 
category of all complete algebraic lattices and A-maps. The category J 
of all join semilattices and all join homomorphisms is naturally isomorphic 
to the subcategory of J(0) consisting of those homomorphisms that have 
kernel = 0. This subcategory is equivalent to the category of A-maps 
with kernel = 0 whose dual category of B-maps consists of those that 
preserve 0. 
A compact element of a lattice L is strong compact if and only if it is 
coprime in the join semilattice L, but, if L is complete algebraic, this is 
equivalent to being coprime in the join subsemilattice K(L). Therefore, the 
full subcategory of J(0) whose objects are those join semilattices in which 
each element is a finite join of coprime elements is equivalent to the 
category of all complete strongly algebraic lattices and all A-maps. In 
such a semilattice S the set R(S) of coprime elements is partially ordered, 
and the association to each x ES of the set p(x) = {q E R(S): q ,( x> is a 
bijection of S onto the set of all finitely generated preideals (His a preideal 
if x E H and 1’ < x imply y E H) of R(S). Moreover, since p(x v ~1) = 
p(x) Us, this is a J(O)-isomorphism. Also, any order preserving map 
h of R(S) into another semilattice S’ such that X(0) = 0 can be extended 
uniquely to a join homomorphism ;\“: S --f S’. Thus, the category P(0) of 
posets with 0 and all order preserving maps that preserve 0 is equivalent to 
the subcategory of J(0) consisting of those semilattices that are (finitely) 
generated by coprimes and those join homomorphisms that preserve 0 and 
coprimes. This in turn is equivalent to the category of complete strongly 
algebraic lattices and A-maps that preserve strong compact elements. By 
Proposition 8 the corresponding dual B-maps are precisely those that 
preserve arbitrary joins. Finally, the category P of all posets and order 
preserving maps is equivalent to the category of complete strongly alge- 
braic lattices and A-maps that preserve strong compact elements and have 
kernel 0. It is interesting to note that the asymmetry inherent in choosing 
to discuss principally join, rather than meet, can now be made to disappear, 
namely, in P neither appears, by Proposition 6 the definition of complete 
strongly algebraic lattices is self-dual, and the dual category of B-maps is 
now precisely all maps that preserve 0, I, arbitrary meets, and arbitrary 
joins. Explicitly, the embedding of P into A is given either by the composite 
X t-t S(X) H I(S(X)), where S(X)is the collection of all (including @)finitely 
generated preideals of the poset X and Z(S(X)) is the collection of all 
non-empty ideals of the semilattice S(X), or by XH s(X), the collection 
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of all (including ia) preideals of the poset X. This observation and the 
remark about B-maps above yield the equivalence of P with the category 
of saturated To topologies and continuous maps [6]. 
3. CLOSURE OPERATORS AND COMPLETE ALGEBRAIC LATTICES 
The representation theory referred to previously shows that every 
complete algebraic lattice L is A-isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets 
of the closure operator defined on K(L) by letting S be the non-empty 
ideal of K(L) generated by the subset S. We now give other examples of 
closure operators whose lattices of closed sets are algebraic. 
Let L(X) be the geometric lattice of closed sets of a combinatorial 
pregeometry [7, 2.41 defined on X by a closure operator S ++ s. For any 
non-empty subset S there exists a finite subset F of S such that s = F. It 
follows that every member of L(X) is compact and that L(X) is algebraic. 
Moreover, it is easily seen that the collection (2: x $ $1 of atoms of L(X) 
consists precisely of the non-zero strong join-irreducible elements. Hence, 
L(X) is generated (finitely) by its strong join-irreducible members. Further 
notice that a strong map [7, 9.31 of geometric lattices is just an A-morphism 
which preserves strong join-irreducible elements. 
In a lattice L a closed convex set is any subset of L that is closed under 
finite meets and joins and that, if it contains x and y with x < JJ, also 
contains the interval [x, y]. Let C(L) denote the closed convex sets of L. 
C(L) is the lattice of closed sets of the closure operator on L defined by 
S ++ s, the closed convex set generated by the subset S. It is easily seen 
that the non-zero compact members of C(L) are precisely the intervals 
[x, v] where x < y. Since C(L) is generated by the collection of one point 
intervals X = [x, X] where x E L, C(L) is algebraic. Again, the collection 
{X: x E L} of generators consists of precisely the non-zero strong join- 
irreducible elements of C(L). Notice that the join semilattice, K(C(L)), of 
compact elements of C(L) consists of the empty set along with the intervals 
of L where for intervals [x, , JJJ and [x, , ~2~1, 
[Xl 3 YII ” [x2 3 hl = 1x1 A x2 7 Yl " vzl. 
Moreover, for any lattice homomorphism f: L + M, the map fi C(L) + 
C(M) defined by S b V,,,f%) is an A-morphism that preserves strong 
join-irreducibles. 
The closure operators of the above examples are in the class of closure 
operators described by the following proposition whose proof can be 
compiled from [2, 451 and [l, 1 R-1861: 
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PROPOSITION 9. The folIowing conditions on a closure operator (S t+ S) 
on a set X are equivalent : 
(i) x E S implies that x EF for someJinite subset F of S, 
(ii) the union of a collection of closed sets directed by set inclusion is 
closed, 
(iii) for each subset S of X, S is the union of the family of closures oj 
finite subsets of S. 
A closure operator satisfying the conditions of Proposition 9 will be 
called algebraic. The following proposition is easily proved: 
PROPOSITION 10. A closure operator is algebraic if and only if the 
closure of each point is a compact member of the associated lattice (neces- 
sarily algebraic) of closed sets. 
More generally, it is immediate that, if the lattice of closed sets of a 
closure operator is algebraic, then each non-zero compact element is 
necessarily the closure of some finite subset, but this is not sufficient to 
guarantee that the operator is algebraic. 
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